Visual speech recognition or lip-reading suffers from high word error rate (WER) as lip-reading is based solely on articulators that are visible to the camera. Recent works mitigated this problem using complex architectures of deep neural networks. Ivector based speaker adaptation is a well known technique in ASR systems used to reduce WER on unseen speakers. In this work, we explore speaker adaptation of lip-reading models using latent identity vectors (visual i-vectors) obtained by factor analysis on visual features. In order to estimate the visual i-vectors, we employ two ways to collect sufficient statistics: first using GMM based universal background model (UBM) and second using RNN-HMM based UBM. The speaker-specific visual i-vector is given as an additional input to the hidden layers of the lip-reading model during train and test phases. On GRID corpus, use of visual i-vectors results in 15% and 10% relative improvements over current state of the art lip-reading architectures on unseen speakers using RNN-HMM and GMM based methods respectively. Furthermore, we explore the variation of WER with dimension of visual i-vectors, and with the amount of unseen speaker data required for visual i-vector estimation. We also report the results on Korean visual corpus that we created.
Introduction
Pure visual speech recognition or lip-reading involves the recognition of text from a speaker's lip movements. In general, both human lip-reading as well as machine lip-reading suffer from high error rates. This is expected because lip-reading is based solely on the visible articulators, such as the lips and to some extent the tongue and teeth. Using deep neural networks (DNN), recent works on machine lip-reading [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have demonstrated considerable improvements in word error rate (WER) compared to human counterparts, especially on limited vocabulary datasets like GRID corpus. In this work, we further improve the lip-reading performance on unseen test speakers using speaker adaptation.
In automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, speaker adaptation serves an important purpose in reducing WER of unseen test speakers. This is done in two primary ways: model adaptation and feature adaptation. In model adaptation, a generic speaker-independent (SI) model is first trained on a larger speech corpus. Then using a limited amount of unseen speaker data, the SI model is transformed to perform better on a particular test speaker. In contrast, feature adaptation involves a feature transformation to make the test speakers perform better on the SI model [7] . * Both the authors contributed equally to this work.
Analogous to ASR, the problem of high WER in lip-reading can be mitigated to some extent by means of speaker adaptation. Given a sufficient amount of visual data of an unseen speaker, we can adapt the network to the patterns of lip movements specific to that unseen test speaker. The primary aim of this work is to demonstrate the usefulness of speaker adaptation in lipreading.
Our work is an extension of [8] to the context of lip-reading. The method described in [8] involves addition of i-vector as an input to the ASR network, along with regular speech feature vectors of every speech frame. An i-vector embodies the characteristics of that speaker. Due to the presence of additional speaker specific input, the network learns both speaker-specific and phoneme-specific variations at the same time [8] . Accordingly, in lip-reading one can expect that similar visual identity vectors obtained from sequences of images of speaker's lips will help in adapting lip-reading model to that particular speaker. While learning to read lips, the model also learns the variations in lip shapes induced by that particular speaker's manner of speaking.
I-vectors are speaker specific latent variables or factors obtained by factor analysis (FA). FA methods are used in stateof-the-art speaker verification systems [9] [10] [11] . FA also finds applications in face recognition [12, 13] . FA can be understood as a generative model that maps from speaker's latent identity space to the observed feature space [12] .
Similar to [2] our network comprises of spatio-temporal convolutional network followed by recurrent layers. The network is trained end-to-end using Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) cost function [14] . However, unlike [2] , we train our model using word-CTC instead of character-CTC. Recent work [15] showed that on GRID corpus word-CTC performs better than character-CTC. In addition, we add the speaker's visual i-vector to the recurrent layer during training and test time.
To collect the sufficient statistics (SS) required to estimate speaker-specific visual i-vectors we use two methods. The first method is based on the standard GMM-UBM [16] (UBMGMM ) trained on visual features obtained from speaker's lip images. In the second method we follow [17] . Specifially we train an RNN-HMM model on visual features. The SS are collected from the posteriors of the output of RNN-HMM model. We use two posterior probabilities: one of the tied-triphone states (UBMT S ) and other of the monophones (UBMP H ). Our results indicate that visual i-vectors estimated from UBMP H perform slightly better than those estimated from UBMGMM or UBMT S .
There are several reasons for the choice of i-vector method for lip-reading. Adaptation of lip-reading model by retraining the network over new speaker data can result in over-fitting to the particular speaker and consequently, loss of generalization of the network. In addition, unlike other speaker adaptation methods which involve an additional step of feature transformation at run time, in i-vector all of the speaker specific information is incorporated into a single vector which can be extracted off line.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides the related work. In section 3, we describe the visual i-vector extraction procedure. In section 3, we also describe the lip-reading architecture and training with visual i-vectors. In section 4, we describe the experiments and results. Finally, we describe our future work in section 5.
Related work 2.1. Lip-reading
[1, 2, 5] are purely lip-reading models based on deep neural networks. [1] employs word level classification and achieves a word level accuracy of 79.6%. [2, 5] use spatiotemporal convolutions, a recurrent network, and the CTC loss, trained entirely end-to-end. On GRID audio-visual corpus [2] achieves a WER of 4.8% on seen speakers and 11.4% on unseen speakers. [5] uses cascaded attention CTC decoder and achieves WER of 2.9% on seen speakers.
Recent work on optimal architectures for lip-reading [15] has shown that when trained with CTC loss function, word level CTC performs better in comparison with character level CTC used in [2] . On unseen speakers on GRID corpus, [15] claims 2.8% absolute improvement in WER compared to [2] . Therefore, we consider [15] as our baseline and we apply visual ivector adaptation technique over the architecture.
[3, 4, 6] focus on audio-visual ASR using deep models. They consider three different types of features as input to the ASR model: only audio features, only visual features and fusion of the two. In general, the performance of an ASR model degrades with the increase in noise level when audio features are employed. The results in [3, 4, 6] show that the above problem can be mitigated by the presence of visual modality as it gave a significant improvement in the system performance even at various noise levels. [4] shows that the above result holds true even when model is not trained with noise.
Speaker adaptation
Among GMM-HMM ASR systems, well known adaptation methods can be categorized as model adaptation methods and feature-space adaptation methods. Model adaptation involves transformation of the GMM-HMM model parameters methods usually using maximum a posteriori (MAP) [18] or maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [19] estimation. The most commonly used feature space adaptation methods are constrained MLLR [20] and vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) [21] . Whereas MAP and MLLR are not ideal methods for deep models [8, 22] in general, constrained MLLR even though requires very little amount of adaptation data, is not suitable for lip-reading models where inputs are 2D images.
In the context of connectionist ASR models, [23] explores speaker adaptation from the perspective of feature adaptation. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] discuss various techniques of model adaptation. These methods include the application of affine transforms at the input layer [23, 25, 26] , at the output layer [26] or hidden layer [29] . The additional transformation parameters are trained on the adaptation data. Another set of methods include modifying the original network parameters. However, this may result in loss of generalization of the network. This problem is addressed in [24] . The authors re-train the entire network but with a KL Divergence regularization term for proper generalization of the adapted model. In [27] the author discusses adaptation by retraining portions of the network.
A third set of methods relevant to this work involves the addition of a speaker specific code as input to one or more layers of network [8, 30] in addition to the acoustic features. In [30] the user code is learnt simultaneously with the network parameters. During adaptation, only the speaker's code is updated using back-propagation algorithm. [8] instead uses the speaker's i-vector as input.
Method

Lip-reading model
We follow the architecture given in [15] which consists of two 3D CNN layers followed by two 2D CNN layers. The CNN layers are followed by two layers of BiLSTM as shown in Figure 1 . The network is trained with 100x50x3 RGB image sequences of lips. The network is trained using word-level CTC as described in [15] . In this work, the speaker-specific visual i-vector is provided as additional input to the BiLSTM hidden layer as shown in Figure 1. 
UBM-based visual i-vector estimation
Training a UBM model: Given a set of training data containing images of lips of S speakers, we extract 2D-DCT features denoted by F (s) = (f1(s), f2(s), ..., f R(s) (s)) ,f ∈ R N , N being the feature dimension. R(s) is the number of feature vectors corresponding to a specific speaker, s and F(s) represents the sequence of all frames of all utterances spoken by a particular speaker. The UBM is a gaussian mixture model (GMM) with C mixture components which is trained on the data of all speakers in the training set. The UBM parameters, weight, mean and variance are denoted by φ, µ and Σ. The density function of a specific feature vector ft, given the UBM model parameters can be represented as,
where N represents the normal distribution, φc, µc and Σc represents the weight, mean and variance of a particular gaussian component respectively.
Defining visual i-vector model:
In the visual i-vector model, the speaker-specific mean sub-vector µc(s) can be modelled as,
here, w(s) is the speaker-adapted vector (visual i-vector) of dimension N × 1 and Tc is the submatrix with dimension D × N of factor loading matrix T.
The visual i-vector is the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of w(s).
w(s) = argmax(p(w(s)/F (s)))
The Baum-Welch statistics for a given sequence of feature vectors for a speaker s, are obtained from the posterior probabilities of the UBM. In the estimation step, the posterior expectation of the i-vector is obtained using sufficient statistics,
Where, l(s)
C c=1 p(c/ft(s), µ0, Σ0)(ft(s) − µc(s)) and, µ0, Σ0 are intial model parameters.
The estimation of T and Σ are derived using the posterior estimations and are updated in the maximization step using equations similar to (34) and (35) as in [16] . For detailed explanation refer [16] .
RNN-HMM-based visual i-vector estimation
In [17] the authors show that a GMM-UBM model (UBMGMM ) can be substituted by an ancillary UBM estimated using posteriors from a DNN-HMM model. This method provides better SS as the DNN-HMM models are "phonetically aware" [31] . In the context of our paper, phonetic awareness corresponds to different visual articulators i.e. lip shapes. Thus, each output class in DNN can be considered as a represention for a particular shape of lip.
In our work, we use RNN-HMM model instead of DNN. We compare two ancillary UBMs each initialized with different types of posterior probabilities. The first type (UBMT S ) corresponds to posteriors of triphone states obtained from soft-max layer of RNN-HMM. The second type (UBMP H ) corresponds to phoneme posteriors obtained by mapping the state-posteriors from RNN-HMM to monophones.
Thus, the number of components in UBMT S is equal to the number of output classes of the RNN-HMM model. And in UBMP H the number of components in the ancillary UBM is equal to the number of monophones.
Each component in both the ancillary UBMs can be considered to be modelling a particular lip shape.The generative process in factor analysis using the ancillary UBM can be understood as follows: a point in the latent identity space corresponding to a particular speaker, is transformed into a UBM super-vector of mean vectors, through a linear transformation followed by the addition of some noise.
Further, the visual i-vector extraction process is similar to the UBMGMM model. In [31] , once the ancillary UBM is initialized, the UBM parameters are not updated using EM algorithm. However, unlike [31] we update the parameters for 10 iterations.
Experiments and results
Corpus: Our experiments are performed on GRID audio-visual corpus [32] . GRID is an openly available corpus containing audio-visual data from 34 speakers with 1000 utterances per speaker. In the corpus available on the web, visual data for speaker number 21 is absent. For accurate comparison with results presented in [2, 15] we choose the same set of speakers for training and testing. For testing, we use the data of two male speakers (speaker-(1,2)) and two female speakers (speaker- (20, 22) ) and the remaining 29 speakers for training.
To further establish the validity of our approach, we also evaluate our method on a second corpus which is a Korean language audio-visual corpus locally created by us. The corpus consists of ten Korean language sentences each spoken ten times by 66 speakers. Out of the 66 speakers we use data of 58 speakers for training and use the remaining for testing.
Visual i-vector estimation:
For each image in the data, we use YOLO [33] CNN architecture to detect the ROI, i.e. speaker's lip region. The ROI is cropped and resized to 100x50x3 RGB image and converted to grayscale. 10x10 2D-DCT features are extracted from above and vectorized to 100 dimensional feature vector. Following [15] we perform feature duplication by making 4 copies of each feature vector. It is important to note that mean and variance normalization is applied at speaker level to preserve speaker specific information. For visual i-vector estimation we use Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [34] .
GMM-UBM based method:
We train a diagonal UBM model with 1024 Gaussian mixture components. In contrast to standard literature, we observed that mean and length normalization of visual i-vectors deteriorated the performance.
RNN-HMM based method:
The RNN-HMM model has 2 BiLSTM hidden layers which consist of 400 (first layer) and 640 (second layer) hidden units respectively. The cell dimension was set to 320. The output soft-max layer dimension was 1664 corresponding to the HMM pdfs obtained from UBMT S model. The 1664 pdfs correspond to 3726 HMM transitions which is used as the number of components in UBMT S . UBMP H consists of 36 components corresponding to 36 monophones. Lip-reading model (baseline): The 100x50x3 RGB image sequence is input to the network. The architecture of the base-line [15] is as follows. The network consists of two 3D-CNN layers with (kernal (k)/ stride (s)/ pad (p)) parameters as (3x5x5/ 1,2,2/ 1,2,2) for first layer and (4x5x5/ 1,1,1/ 1,2,2) for second layer. Each convolution layer is followed by batch-normalization and a max-pooling layer with (k/s)-(1x2x2/ 1,2,2). The two 2D-CNN layers in Figure 1 have (k/s/p)-(5x5/ 2,2/ 2,2) for first layer and (3x3/ 2,2/ 2,2) for second layer. We perform batch-normalization after each 2D-CNN layer. BiLSTM layers each have 200 hidden units. The output soft-max layer is of size 53, including 51 words corresponding to the vocabulary of GRID corpus and additional symbols for space and blank labels. As described in previous section, we input the visual i-vector at the recurrent layer. Following [15] we apply curriculum learning and train with word-CTC loss for 70 epochs with learning rate of 0.0001 and batches of size 32. Similar to [15] , randomly drop or repeat the frames with probability 0.05. We use Tensorflow system [35] for training the above model.
Results:
Recent state-of-the-art lip-reading models are discussed in [2, 5, 6, 15] . Our main focus in this work is the reduction of WER on unseen test speakers because speaker adaptation is relevant to unseen test speaker case. Since the authors in LCANet [5] and in [6] do not consider the performance under unseen speaker scenario, we provide a comparison with [2, 15] . As mentioned in section 2 we consider [15] as our baseline because it performs better than LipNet [2] under unseen speaker case. However, in principle the visual i-vector method is independent of the architecture of lip-reading model and provides improvement on any model. As shown in Table 1 , the result on GRID over unseen test speaker set, indicates that through the addition of UBM-based visual i-vector, we get a 10.4% relative improvement in WER over the baseline. Furthermore, addition of visual i-vectors derived from UBMT S /UBMP H model gave an improvement of 11.6%/15% over baseline. We also obtained a performance improvement of 5.6%/8.7% using visual i-vectors derived from UBMT S /UBMP H relative to the baseline system for Korean corpus.
Dimensionality of visual i-vector:
The choice of appropriate dimension of visual i-vectors is empirically determined. As given in Table 1 , we observe that as the dimensionality of visual i-vector increases, the performance improvement drops with optimal value being 10.
Adaptation Data: The amount of unseen speaker data required for extracting the optimal visual i-vector is as shown in Table 3 . For GRID corpus around 25 minutes of new speaker data is required to get optimal performance improvements.
Future Work
In the current work, we demonstrated the significance of visual i-vectors for speaker adaptation in end-to-end lip-reading models, to improve WER on unseen speakers. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work to address the given problem. In our future work we intend to explore the visual i-vector method further by separating lip shape and texture. In addition, there is the challenge of adapting to varying facial features of the same person. For example, variations due to facial hair and make up. In this work, we assumed that the speaker pose is constant (frontal pose) over all utterances. In the future work, we will consider variation of visual i-vectors with different poses. A natural extension of our work would be to use factor analysis method for adaptation of audio-visual speech recognition models. In our future works, we intend to explore these avenues.
